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ABSTRACT 
The integral basis col, ..., o~ nof the algebraic number field FwiU be called canonical 
for the ideal d of F if dlCO~ ... . .  dno~,~ is a modul basis for dwhere  dj are rational 
integers. In this paper we show: I f J x  .....  ~s  are any s ideals of an algebraic num- 
ber field F then there xists a basis which is canonical for each of the idealsd~ ..... ~8 .  
1. NOTATION 
Lower-case Latin letters are rational numbers. Script letters are ideals. 
Lower-case Greek letters are algebraic numbers. (al . . . .  , a t )  is the ideal 
generated by a I . . . . .  at .  [al . . . . .  at] is the modul generated by a~, 
. . . ,  a t . R is the field of rational numbers. F is an algebraic extension 
of R.  (F /R)  -~ n is the degree of F over R. a~ or ~'~J~ is the j-th con- 
jugate of a or ~ N( J ' )  is the norm of ~/.  D is the discrimination of F 
over R. 
2. SUMMARY 
Let ~r be any ideal of F. It is well known that there exists an integral 
basis (a module basis for the integers of F) and integers dl ,  ..., dn such 
that 
~/= [dloJ1 . . . . .  dno~d. (i) 
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An integral basis oh ..... wn will be called canonical for the ideal ~"  
if d~'f is given by 0). 
The purpose of this paper is the proof of the following theorem. 
THEOREM~ Let ~'1,  ..., ~'s be s ideals of F. Then there exists an inte- 
gral basis which is canonical for each of the ideals ~r ..., ~/s . 
In the following we shall repeatedly use the following well-known 
proposition. 
Let d be any ideal and let a I . . . .  , an be elements of ~r such that 
[ a~ j) I : N(J~r ~r then 
,-~" = [al ..... ad. 
LEMMA 1. Let a be a rational integer. There exists an integral basis 
0)  1 . . . . .  (.O~z of F with the following properties. I f  a = p•a*, (p, a*) = 1, 
and if in F 
where ~' i  is of degree f i ,  and if 
j : e l f l  q-  " ' "  q-  et-lft-1 + Kft ,  O<_K<et ,  l<_t<s ;  (2) 
then 
and 
~oh - 0 (9~ 'N) 
cob -= 0( ,~  *~) 
for h < e l f  1 + . . .  -t- et_lft_ l ,  
for h > elf1 + " "  + etft ,  
(3) 
cob = 0(P f i )  for j < h, 
(4) 
~oh ~ 0(P~ +1) for j < h < j + f t .  
Suppose that o h ..... to,~ satisfy (3) and (4) for all prime divisors of the 
rational integer a and suppose that p is a prime such that (p, a) = 1, 
then we shall construct a basis o h '  ..... o~' such that 
a~ -~ o9~' (mod a) (5) 
and such that ~oj' satisfy (3) and (4) for the prime decomposition fp given 
by (1) and for a given value of N. 
By induction we may first assume that (3) and (4) are satisfied for all 
P t '  with t' < t: Let a be any number divisible by ,~' = ,~1 . . .  2~!~1, 
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We have a = x~oh + . . .  + x~o)n. We set j = elf1 -]- "-- + et_lft_~. 
It follows from (3) that ~ . . . . .  e~ is an independent basis for the residues 
rood ~.  Hence xa - -  . . .  ~ x~ ~ 0 (mod p)  and 
a ---- x j+  1 o)j+ 1 @- " ' "  -~- XttO)~ (mod ~?) .  (6) 
Since a may represent any arbi trary residue mod .~? ,  it fol lows that 
o)j+ 1 .. . . .  t~ n contain a basis for the residues rnod .~'? .  
Suppose now that o) j+l , . . .  , co~+ h are l inearly independent mod ,~?  
and that o)~+h+l depends on ~Oj+l, ..., e)3+h while co u , u > j ~- h, does 
not depend on 09~+1 . . . . .  ob.+h, then we replace ~oj+h+ 1 by ob.+h+l q- ao) u 
and obtain a basis such that o93.+1 . . . . .  o)j+h+ 1 are l inearly independent 
rood ,~? .  Cont inuing in this way we arrive at a basis co I . . . . .  a~, satis- 
fying (3) and (4) for all divisors of  a and such that o)j+l . . . . .  o)i+ej , is 
a basis mod ,5;~?, hence also rood f f ?N .  Now subtract ing from all e) h 
where either h _< j or h > j q -e t f t  suitable l inear combinat ions of 
ao)i+ 1.. . . .  ao)j+,th, we arrive at a basis satisfying (3) for g t .  Moreover  
co~+~ ... . .  ~o~+~d  are a basis mod ,r We set o93+ ~= ~7~, 1 < a < etft  9 
Now assume that ~h . . . . .  ~kf, is a basis for the residues mod gk ,  
k < e t . Then by subtracting suitable l inear combinat ions of a~ ..... a~ft  
f rom ~7~f,+a, .--, ~%,h we can change the basis so that ~ ~ O(,~t ~) for 
a > kf t .  I f  ~7n+x depends mod ~+x on ~1 . . . . .  ~ while ~7~ is independent 
of  ~ ,  ..., r/h, then we replace ~7n+1 by ~k+l § a~h, and continuing in 
this way obtain a basis such that ~h, ..., ~(~+l)h is a basis mod ~t  ~+a. 
We can continue this process unti l  (4) is satisfied. This proves the 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2. I f  (~ ' ,  d~)  = 1 and i f  e) l , . . . ,  mn is a canonical basis for 
~r and for ,.~e'~ then e)l , ..., o~ is a canonical basis for  ~r 
PROOF. By assumption we have 
~r = [dna)l ..... dxno)n], 
d2 = [d~l~Ol . . . . .  d~od.  
Hence dxfl~/oy e ~/ld~'2 . Moreover  
j=0 j--1 j=l 
d2j = N(~' I )N(~J I~r162 
This proves lemma 2. 
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To prove the theorem let a be a rational integer divisible by ~"1 ..... ddr 
Let o91 ..... COn be an integral basis satisfying Lemma 1 for all prime 
divisors of a. We assert that o91, ..., co~ is a canonical basis for ~"~,  
j = 1 ..... s. By Lemma 2 it is sufficient to show this for .~N where 
~ = p~v~f , ,  (~/ , ,  9 )  = i. We may arrange the notation so that 
~ '  = -r in Lemma 1. Let N = elK + h, 0 < h < el .  We put 
dj -= pK+l for 1 < j ~ h f l ,  
d~ = pK for hfl < j ~ e l f l ,  
dj = 1 for j > elf1. 
(7) 
We then have by (3) and (4) d~o~. e .~1 iv and Hd~ = pZTI1 = N(~I  N) 
and this shows that 
f f l  zu = [d lO l ,  .'., dnon].  
This proves the theorem. 
Let p be a rational prime and 
p = . . . .  
be the prime decomposit ion of p in F and let f~ be the degree of ,~ .  
Let d be an ideal in F 
~r  ,~{, . . . .  r162 ' (~t , ,p )  __= 1. 
The following corol lary is casily obtained f rom our theorem. 
COROLLARY. Let o i  , ...,, On be an integral basis o fF  over R such that 
(i) holds. For i = O, 1 .... let si be the number o f  elementary divisors dj 
which are exactly divisible by pi and set 
Yo~ = Ya~ = J~ if k~ = O, 
Y0~ = e~, Yk~ = (ks q- 1)e~ -- j~,  y(ka+l) ~ = Ja -- k~ea if k~> O. 
Yt~ = 0 for  all other values o f  t. 
Then 
So = n -- ~,, Yo~f~, 
t l  
st = ~ Yt~f~. (8) 
ft 
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The corollary contains the solution of a problem proposed to the 
authors by Helmut Wielandt. 
I f  J f  is a module of rank n and ~: ,  ~ submodules of de" of rank n, 
one might raise the question whether it is always possible to find a basis 
co1', ..., on' of d /wh ich  is canonical for ~e" as well as ~.  The submodule 
is given by a basis a I . . . . .  a n where (!1) 
and A is a matrix with integral coefficients. A change of the basis of 6z/ 
corresponds to left multiplication of A by a unimodular matrix. A change 
of the basis of ~e" corresponds to right multiplication by a unimodular 
matrix. The existence of a basis which is canonical for d as well as ~2 
therefore implies the equations 
XA Y -= diag (al ,  ..., a~), 
X'BY = diag (b  I . . . . .  bn), 
where X, X', and Y are unimodular matrices. 
The following example shows that it is not always possible to find a 
canonical basis for two submodules of a module. Let n = 2, 
A = [ 9,0 3,1 o1) \ ' 0 ,3  " 
It is easy to verify that d =/= 2(BA -1 is not integral) and that the 
elementary divisors of A as well as of B are 1 and 9. I f  a basis exists 
which is canonical for ~ as well as for 2 then we must have 
X ( 9,0 ( 9,0 
0,1) Y---- ~0,1) 
X'( 3,1 [ 1,0 
0,3) Y---- ~0,9) 
where X, X', and Y are unimodular. This leads to 
0, \0, . 0, \0, 
y-1 
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t /I t Xll, X12 3XlI, Xtll "AV 3X12 
\9x~1 x22/ 13x,21,  1 ,_9_ X21 _jr_ ..~_X22/1 , ' 
where all entries must be integral. This implies Xll ~ x12 ~ 0 (rood 3) 
which contradicts [ X[ = -4- 1. 
